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Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) is a standard treatment for patients with gastrointestinal neoplasms with a negligible risk of 
lymph node metastasis. ESD enables en bloc resection of gastrointestinal neoplasms and organ preservation, thereby, avoiding surgical 
treatment. Although small (<2 cm) intramucosal early gastric cancer with undifferentiated-type histology (EGC-UH) without ulceration 
is included in the expanded criteria for ESD, controversies remain due to different biology and characteristics compared to EGC with 
differentiated-type histology. The authors previously presented studies about the technical feasibility of ESD for these lesions using a 
meta-analysis and retrospective multicenter analysis. However, many pitfalls were identified in the interpretation of studies analyzing 
histologic discrepancy, mixed-type histology, criteria-based analysis of therapeutic outcomes, interpretation of curative resection, and 
long-term clinical outcomes. In this review, the authors discuss pitfalls in the interpretation of publications on ESD for EGC-UH. 
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INTRODUCTION

Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) is a primary treat-
ment for superficial neoplasms of the gastrointestinal tract 
with negligible risk of lymph node metastasis (LNM).1 This 
enables en bloc resection of the neoplasm and organ preser-
vation, thereby avoiding invasive surgery. After histologic 
confirmation, endoscopic resection of a lesion satisfying the 
indication for ESD is performed. Pathologic confirmation of 
the resected specimen determines whether curative resection 
was achieved (satisfying post-ESD criteria). Curative resec-

tion implies a favorable long-term outcome. For early gastric 
cancer (EGC), the indication for ESD has been expanded with 
advances in endoscopic skills.2,3 However, EGC with undiffer-
entiated-type histology (EGC-UH), including poorly-differ-
entiated adenocarcinoma (PDC) or signet ring cell carcinoma 
(SRC), has distinctive growth patterns, and ESD for these 
lesions is still controversial, especially because the defining 
indications are unclear.4 Although small (<2 cm) intramuco-
sal EGC-UH without ulceration is included in the expanded 
criteria, controversies remain due to different biology and 
characteristics compared to EGC with differentiated-type his-
tology (EGC-DH).5-8 The authors previously presented studies 
about the technical feasibility of ESD for these lesions using a 
meta-analysis and retrospective multicenter analysis.4,5 How-
ever, many pitfalls were detected in the interpretation of some 
topics in these studies. In this review, the authors discuss pit-
falls in the interpretation of publications about ESD for EGC-
UH.
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HISTOLOGY

Histologic discrepancy
Precise histologic diagnosis is important before ESD, espe-

cially for EGC-UH. EGC-DH on biopsy before ESD can be 
changed to EGC-UH after ESD, leading to a change in overall 
treatment strategy. Current indications for ESD are focused 
on tubular adenocarcinoma and divided by the differentiation 
of EGC based on a Japanese classification that categorizes gas-
tric adenocarcinoma into differentiated and undifferentiated 
types.9,10 The differentiated group in the Japanese classification 
for ESD refers to well- or moderately-differentiated tubular 
adenocarcinoma or papillary adenocarcinoma, and the undif-
ferentiated group refers to PDC, SRC, or mucinous adenocar-
cinoma.9,10 Among the 4 predominant histologic types in the 
World Health Organization (WHO) classification, papillary 
adenocarcinoma is usually categorized into the differentiated 
group and SRC into the undifferentiated group; however, 
tubular adenocarcinoma is categorized according to differen-
tiation and mucinous adenocarcinoma is classified according 
to predominant components in either the differentiated or 
undifferentiated group.9-12 

Endoscopists usually adopt indications based on the patho-
logic results of endoscopic biopsy before ESD. Therefore, 
there is a possibility of discrepancy between pre-ESD biopsy 
of the lesion and post-ESD biopsy of the resected specimen. 
In Korean real-practice data for gastric dysplasia, EGC, or 
advanced gastric cancer, the final pathology was upgraded in 
15.9% of cases and downgraded in 6.9% after ESD or surgery, 
compared to that on the initial endoscopic biopsy.13 In a Kore-
an-ESD multicenter study including only EGC-UH cases after 
ESD, 54.9% showed pre- and post-ESD histologic discrepan-
cy.5 Other studies also reported rates of histologic discrepancy 
of up to 84.7% in EGC-UH, compared to 16.3% to 53.7% for 
EGC-DH.14 The difference in discrepancy rates among studies 
can be explained by the difference in number of biopsy spec-
imens, selection of biopsy sites in each study, and histologic 
heterogeneity.15 A previous study with histologic mapping 
showed that the zone of transition from differentiated to un-
differentiated histology was frequently found at 1 or 2 periph-
eral sites of the lesion.15 Therefore, biopsy of peripheral sites 
may aid in accurate diagnosis.16 Inaccurate initial determina-
tion of differentiation leads to inappropriate application of the 
indications and occurs more frequently in EGC-UH than in 
EGC-DH. However, this factor was often not considered and 
the majority of studies on therapeutic outcomes of ESD for 
EGC-UH focused on post-ESD histology.4,5 Among 14 stud-
ies included in the previous meta-analysis,4 only 2 evaluated 
pre-ESD diagnosed cases of EGC-UH.17,18 EGC-UH showing 
differentiated histology on pre-ESD biopsy is associated with 

a lower curative resection rate than that for undifferentiated 
histology on pre-ESD biopsy, and inaccurate initial diagnosis 
could affect the therapeutic outcomes of ESD.15,16

EGC with mixed-type histology
EGC with mixed-type histology (EGC-MH, differenti-

ated-type combined with undifferentiated-type) is another 
consideration. Because EGC-MH is histologically heteroge-
neous, diagnosis is challenging. It is only diagnosed after ESD 
or surgery as pure-type gastric cancer on initial biopsy must 
be ruled out.19 Currently, differentiated-type-predominant 
EGC mixed with an undifferentiated component is consid-
ered EGC-DH, whereas undifferentiated-type-predominant 
EGC mixed with a differentiated component is considered 
EGC-UH.20 However, EGC-MH is known to be associated 
with more submucosal invasion and higher risk of LNM or 
lymphovascular invasion than pure-type gastric cancer, irre-
spective of whether the mixed component is differentiated or 
undifferentiated, although the mechanism is unclear.19,21-26 

With respect to therapeutic outcomes, retrospective anal-
ysis of surgical data showed that EGC-MH showed no LNM 
among lesions that met the present ESD criteria.27 Retro-
spective analysis of ESD data also showed that differentiat-
ed-type-predominant EGC mixed with an undifferentiated 
component showed no LNM or extra-gastric recurrence if 
the lesions met the present ESD criteria.28 However, another 
retrospective analysis of endoscopic resection data showed 
that differentiated-type-predominant EGC mixed with an 
undifferentiated component was a significant risk factor for 
non-curative resection regardless of tumor size.29 

Papillary adenocarcinoma is usually defined as a tumor in 
which more than 50% of the involved area contains papillary 
structures.30 Although papillary adenocarcinoma is usual-
ly categorized into the differentiated group in the Japanese 
classification,10 papillary adenocarcinoma mixed with other 
differentiated-type EGC, or papillary adenocarcinoma mixed 
with undifferentiated-type EGC, is also classified according 
to the predominant component in the entire cancer. Surgical 
data on papillary adenocarcinoma in EGC showed an LNM 
rate of 17.9% among all lesions, and an LNM rate of 11.8% 
and lymphovascular invasion rate of 17.6% for lesions that 
met the current ESD criteria, although adoption of the same 
ESD criteria for differentiated tubular adenocarcinoma is un-
likely.31 However, another study with surgical data on papillary 
adenocarcinoma in EGCs showed LNM rates comparable to 
those in differentiated tubular adenocarcinoma (1.5%, 1.1%, 
and 4.0% for mucosal EGCs and 9.45%, 11.9%, and 17.6% for 
submucosal EGCs, in papillary EGC, differentiated tubular 
EGC, or EGC-UH, respectively), despite persistent aggressive 
features of higher lymphovascular invasion or submucosal 
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invasion rates.32 Moreover, no LNM occurred in lesions that 
met the current ESD criteria for papillary adenocarcinoma.32 

To explain this discrepancy between studies and between high 
lymphovascular invasion and low LNM rates, further research 
is needed.

Overall, simple discrimination into differentiated-type-pre-
dominant-, or undifferentiated-type-predominant mixed EGC 
might not reflect the feasibility of ESD for EGC-MH.

PDC or SRC: a single category?
Treatment of PDC and SRC as a single category (EGC-

UH) is another consideration. Although included in the same 
category in the indications for ESD, they have different bio-
logical behaviors. PDC is associated with higher risk of LNM 
and SRC is associated with lower risk of LNM than that of 
other histologic types.33,34 With respect to the ESD procedure, 
vertical margin involvement was more frequent in PDC, and 
lateral margin involvement was more frequent in SRC, prob-
ably due to the subepithelial spreading subtype.5 Subepithelial 
spreading SRC is more prevalent than epithelial spreading 
type in cases with atrophy and intestinal metaplasia.16,35 
Therefore, larger safety margins were recommended in ESD 
for SRC with surrounding mucosa exhibiting atrophy or/and 
intestinal metaplasia.16,35 The rate of lymphovascular invasion 
was higher in ESD for PDC than for SRC.5 However, thera-
peutic outcomes are similar between PDC and SRC if lesions 
meet the current ESD criteria.5 Moreover, recent surgical data 
showed no LNM in association with T1a tumors with PDC 
<2 cm without lymphovascular invasion and T1a tumors with 
SRC <1 cm without lymphovascular invasion, suggesting that 
more strict and separate ESD indications should be applied 
according to the histology.36 

A mixture of PDC and SRC is another consideration. In a 
retrospective analysis of surgical data, a mixture of PDC and 
SRC showed an LNM rate of 6.3%, which is higher than in 
pure-type PDC or SRC.36 Moreover, an LNM rate of 5.3% was 
observed when this mixture of PDC and SRC met the current 
ESD criteria.36 Retrospective analysis of ESD data also showed 
that a mixture of PDC and SRC showed lower curative resec-
tion rates than pure SRC (77.7% vs. 93.8%) and was associated 
with non-curative resection in a multivariate analysis (odds 
ratio, 2.746; 95% confidence interval, 1.162–6.485), in addition 
to more submucosal invasion and positive vertical margins.37

Considering the different origins and spreading patterns of 
PDC and SRC, separate and more strict indications might be 
required, although current guidelines recommend different 
treatment strategies only for EGC-DH and EGC-UH.5

Gastric carcinoma with lymphoid stroma
Gastric carcinoma with lymphoid stroma (GCLS), known 

as gastric lymphoepithelioma-like carcinoma or medullary 
carcinoma, is a rare histologic subtype of gastric cancer char-
acterized by poorly differentiated tubular structures mixed 
with prominent lymphoid infiltration.38 The incidence of 
GCLS is 1%–4% of all gastric cancers. More than 80% of cases 
are associated with Epstein-Barr virus infection and 7%–39% 
of cases have microsatellite instability-high status.39-44 GCLS 
is known to have a favorable prognosis with a low LNM rate, 
although it is usually considered gastric cancer with undif-
ferentiated-type histology.45,46 Increased tumor-infiltrating 
lymphocytes, which reflect a host immune response to tumor 
cells, are known to be associated with reduced metastasis and 
improved survival.46,47 Despite paucity of data, the feasibility 
of ESD for early GCLS has been evaluated and retrospective 
analysis of 52 surgically resected and 18 endoscopically resect-
ed early GCLSs showed lower LNM than 1,626 surgically re-
sected EGCs other than GCLS (4.0% vs. 19.4%).48 Recurrence 
was not detected in the 10 early GCLSs treated only with 
ESD during a mean follow-up of 37.2 months.48 The unique 
feature was that submucosal invasion was more frequent and 
deeper in early GCLSs than in surgically resected EGCs other 
than GCLS; however, the LNM rate was lower, even in GCLS 
invading the SM3 layer.48 Determination of the feasibility of 
ESD for GCLS according to the current indications requires 
more data.

Considering all data, subdivision by indication and valida-
tion is still necessary to lessen the limitations on ESD accord-
ing to the histology of EGC.

INDICATION OR CRITERIA?

The current indication for ESD is based on retrospective 
analyses of surgical data for gastric cancer with negligible risk 
of LNM. Relevant local factors include size, depth of inva-
sion, ulceration, and differentiation of lesions. The accurate 
prediction of pre-ESD indications is confirmed after ESD, 
based on whether the post-ESD criteria were satisfied. How-
ever, discrepancy between pre-ESD indications and post-ESD 
criteria was observed in 36.7% of all ESD cases of EGC-UH 
(out-of-indication rate) in a Korean multicenter study.5 Pre- 
and post-ESD histologic discrepancy as noted above is a factor 
in the out-of-indication rate leading to non-curative resection. 
Another factor is local characteristics of the lesion including 
size, depth of invasion, and ulceration. Lateral margin predic-
tion is known to be low in ESD for SRC and deep margin pre-
diction is low in ESD for PDC.5,49 Owing to the unpredictabil-
ity of the depth of invasion and lateral margin of EGC-UH, 
studies including all cases of resected EGC-UH regardless of 
the indication or criteria reflect actual experience.5
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The reasons for non-curative resection in a Korean mul-
ticenter study including all cases of resected EGC-UH were 
multifactorial. Inaccurate prediction of the lateral margin (size 
>2 cm) was the most frequent reason (71.4%) and inaccurate 
prediction of the deep margin (submucosal invasion) was the 
second most frequent reason (32%).5 Positive lymphovascular 
invasion was an additional reason for non-curative resection 
(14.9%).5 Therefore, biopsy of peripheral sites of lesions for ac-
curate diagnosis of EGC-UH and use of larger safety margins 
in ESD for SRC with surrounding mucosa exhibiting atrophy 
or/and intestinal metaplasia can be considered to reduce 
non-curative resection of EGC-UH.16

Therapeutic outcomes of ESD for EGC-UH were not sig-
nificantly different between the previous meta-analysis and 
a retrospective Korean multicenter study, except for curative 
resection (Table 1).4,5 Immediate therapeutic outcomes in-
cluding en bloc resection and complete resection rate were 
similar in both studies, indicating technical feasibility of ESD 
for EGC-UH. However, curative resection rates were signifi-
cantly different between the two studies. Curative resection 
indicates favorable long-term outcomes and non-curative 
resection indicates the risk of local recurrence or lymph node 
recurrence at a later stage, unless additional surgical or en-
doscopic resection is performed.1,7,37 The curative resection 
rate of ESD for EGC-UH ranged from 63.9% to 85.4% and 
is known to be lower in EGC-UH than in EGC-DH.37,50 The 
pooled curative resection rate of EGC-UH in a meta-analysis 
was 61.4%.4 However, the curative resection rate in a Korean 
multicenter study was 36.4% regardless of the indication or 
criteria (Table 1).5 Some studies in a meta-analysis included 

post-ESD diagnosed lesions limited to expanded criteria and 
presented the therapeutic outcomes.17,51,52 However, this might 
exaggerate the therapeutic outcomes of ESD for EGC-UH, be-
cause of frequent histologic discrepancy and out-of-indication 
rates for EGC-UH.4 Although the therapeutic outcomes of 
ESD for lesions that met the ESD criteria were more favorable 
than those for lesions beyond the ESD criteria, it is not always 
possible to apply accurate ESD indications. There has been 
consideration about use of post-ESD criteria in the enrollment 
of study participants, but little consideration about pre-ESD 
indications.4 Therefore, studies including all cases of resected 
EGC-UH regardless of the indication or criteria reflects actual 
experience.

CURATIVE RESECTION AND LONG-
TERM CLINICAL OUTCOMES

Although curative resection results in favorable long-term 
outcomes (local recurrence, LNM, distant metastasis, sur-
vival) and non-curative resection indicates the risk of local 
recurrence or lymph node recurrence at a later stage,1,7,37 lower 
curative resection rates with favorable long-term outcomes 
are frequent in EGC-UH. A retrospective nationwide registry 
of endoscopic resection for EGC (12,647 patients in 126 hos-
pitals, 2004–2006) in Japan showed nearly 100% 5-year overall 
and disease-specific survival rates if curative resection for 
absolute and expanded indications was performed.53 However, 
the role of additional surgery or endoscopic treatment should 
be considered in the interpretation of long-term therapeutic 

Table 1. Comparison of Therapeutic Outcomes between a Meta-Analysis and Retrospective Multicenter Cohort Study

Meta-analysis published in 20144 Retrospective multicenter cohort study5

Included studies or centers (published year 
or duration of enrollment)

14 studies (2009–2014) 8 centers (2006–2015)

Enrolled cases 972 EGC-UH 275 EGC-UH

En bloc resection rate (rate of lesions that 
met expanded criteria)

92.1% (91.2%) 92.4% (95.4%)

Complete resection rate (rate of lesions that 
met expanded criteria)

77.5% (85.6%) 80% (91.7%)

Curative resection rate (rate of lesions that 
met expanded criteria)

61.4% (79.8%) 36.4% (91.7%)

Recurrence rate (rate of lesions that met 
expanded criteria in a retrospective multi-
center study) 

7.6% (95% confidence interval: 3.4%–16%) 
(range of follow-up duration: 13.5–101.9  

mo)

10.2% (9.2%) (median follow-up with 
interquartile range: 3.96 yr

(1.11–5.09 yr)

En bloc resection is defined as complete removal of cancer in a single piece without fragmentation. Complete resection is defined as remov-
al of cancer with no neoplastic components at the lateral or vertical margins and without lymphovascular invasion on microscopic exam-
ination. Curative resection is defined as removal of cancer with intramucosal lesions measuring ≤20 mm and without ulceration, neoplastic 
components at the lateral or vertical margins, or lymphovascular invasion.3,5

EGC-UH, early gastric cancer with undifferentiated-type histology.
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outcomes. A retrospective nationwide registry of gastric can-
cer (13,626 patients in 208 hospitals, 2002) in Japan showed a 
75.7% 5-year overall survival rate in differentiated-type gastric 
cancer and a 65.5% 5-year overall survival rate in undifferen-
tiated-type gastric cancer.54 These patients were treated with 
endoscopic or surgical resection; however, it is difficult to 
interpret these numbers without information about whether 
the additional treatments were performed or not. In a Korean 
multicenter study including all cases of resected EGC-UH, the 
overall mortality was 1.8% and this value was lower in lesions 
with curative resection (1%, median follow-up 3.96 years) and 
there was no cancer-related death in a cohort.5 The analysis 
of the role of additional treatment was also impossible in this 
study and caution is required for the interpretation of favor-
able long-term outcomes. 

The interpretation of recurrence is also difficult. Recurrence 
was the most common cause of death in patients who under-
went surgery due to advanced gastric cancer in a retrospective 
nationwide registry of gastric cancer in Japan.54 However, 
peritoneal metastasis was most frequent and the impact of 
local recurrence or metachronous intragastric recurrence 
was not differentiated. Moreover, it is not known whether the 
mode of metastasis including hematogenous, lymphoid, or 
disseminated spread should be discriminated.55

Moreover, when endoscopists choose therapeutic options 
for EGC, they always select optimal candidates for ESD. 
Baseline heath status, comorbidity, and patient preference 
are also important considerations. The 5-year survival rate 
after surgical gastrectomy is lower in patients aged ≥75 years 
than in young or middle-aged patients, and ESD is initially 
recommended when it is difficult to determine the depth of 
invasion.37,56 

Selection bias, whether or not additional treatment after 
ESD was done, and whether therapeutic outcomes could rep-
resent the short-term and long-term prognosis in each study 
should be considered in the interpretation of the results.

CONCLUSIONS

More ways are needed to obtain an accurate initial endo-
scopic diagnosis to overcome histologic discrepancy between 
pre-ESD- and post-ESD diagnoses. ESD for EGC-MH (dif-
ferentiated-type combined with undifferentiated-type gastric 
cancer), for a single category (EGC-UH) of PDC and SRC or 
for GCLS, requires more data. In addition, subdivision of in-
dications and validation is still necessary to lessen the limita-
tions of current ESD indications according to the histology of 
EGC. More precise adaptation of ESD indications is warranted 
and studies including all cases of resected EGC-UH regardless 

of the indication or criteria reflect actual experience. Selection 
bias, whether additional treatment after ESD was done, and 
whether the therapeutic outcomes could represent the short-
term and long-term prognosis in each study should be con-
sidered in the interpretation of the results.
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